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Abstract

This study looks at two speeches given by then-President George W. Bush following the aftermath of the

September 11 plane crashes on the World Trade Center in New York and the Pentagon. Both speeches were calls

by Bush to invade Afghanistan and Iraq respectively. More importantly, he announced to the world his administrationûs

war on terror. Every American president in history needed the approval of Congress and the publicûs consent to

launch a war campaign, or at least that is how it is in principle. This authorûs interest was in the rhetorical justification

of going to war. For this study, there is reference to principles of Just War Theory to see how the speechwriters

attempted to rationalize the necessity, urgency, and morality of the proposed military campaign. The two speeches

serve well as artifacts since each one contains elements of just war perspectives.
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Introduction

Following the aftermath of 9-11, then-President George W. Bush gave a number of speeches to announce

his administrationûs global war on terror, which included the invasion of Afghanistan and Iraq. In those speeches, he

needed to justify to Congress and to the American public the case for going to war. In this study we look at two

speeches to find elements of just war perspective and how the speechwriters applied traditional tenets of just war

in calling support for the campaign.
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Just War Theory

Just War Theory, proponed by St. Augustine and

Thomas Aquinas centuries before and developed over

time by others, sets certain conditions and principles for

the moral (and somewhat economical) justification of

going to war, and these conditions are divided into two

parts: jus as bellum (a right to war) and jus in bello

(rights within the war). The first states that war (starting

or continuing it) is morally justified under certain condi-

tions.  These conditions, or principles, include: (1) That

war should be for a just cause (2) it should be waged

by a sovereign or one with proper authority (3) it should

be done with the right intention (4) it is the last resort (5)

there is high possibility that the war will end in victory (6)

and that the evil caused will not outweigh its good. The

second deals with restrictions in war making activities

such as the necessity of committing violent acts and

proportion (the amount of pain caused, for instance)

(Babic, 2007).

McMahon (2004) attempted to distinguish

between terrorism and unjust acts of war, arguing that

çunjust combatants obey the rules of engagement (and)

thereby respect and preserve laws and conventions

designed to l imit the violence of waré while

terrorists do not. He says further that çthough both act

wrongly, unjust combatants act under a legal permis-

sion that is justified morally by its utility in constraining

the violence of war, while terrorists...(undermine) the

laws and conventions that have been devised precisely

that insulate ordinary life from the violence and

disruption of war.é

Method

To find statements that contain elements of just

war theory samples such as phrases, sentences, or

paragraphs were extracted from the artifacts and

categorized according to which principle or tenet they

fit into. Four principles were chosen to serve as the

categories: the Principle of Right Intention, the Principle

of Just Cause, the Principle of Last Resort, and the

Principle of Assured Result.

For this study, two of Bushûs war speeches were

used as artifacts (see References for the web links). The

first speech given on September 20, 2001 soon after the

attacks on the World Trade Center. It was the Bush

administrationûs call for the invasion of Afghanistan and

his pronouncement of the so-called war on terror. The

other speech was given on October 7, 2002. This would

hail the second US-led campaign against Iraq. More

importantly, it would introduce Bushûs so-called regime

change policy. Certain phrases, sentences, and

paragraphs were extracted from both speeches and

used as samples for this study.

Results

       The following table shows a total of 16 chosen

samples (7 from the September 29 speech and 9 from

the October 7 speech).  The left column lists the phrase,

sentence, or paragraph or parts of a paragraph. The

middle column categorizes each phrase according to

which tenet it belongs. The right column includes the

reason for placing the phrase in that particular

category based on the authorûs interpretation of the

meaning of each.
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STATEMENT PRINCIPLE/TENET OF JUST WAR REASONING

çthe Taliban regime...is Right Intention The Taliban are supporting
threatening people everywhere by terrorism so they have to be
sponsoring and sheltering and stopped to prevent this evil.
supplying terrorists.é (Paragraph 8
Speech 1)

çThe advance of human freedom -- Right Intention America has to act (with force)
the great achievement of our time, so that the world will have
and the great hope of every time -- freedom and hope.
now depends on us.é (Paragraph 28
Speech 1)

çThe Iraqi regime...possesses and Right Intention Iraqûs nuclear ambitions are
produces chemical and biological a threat to the world, so it
weapons. It is seeking nuclear has to be dealt with (by force).
weapons.é (Paragraph 3 Speech 2)

Table 1 Classification of Samples

çThe lives of Iraqi citizens would Right Intention It is only right to stop Saddam
improve dramatically if Saddam Hussein for the sake of the
Hussein were no longer in power.é Iraqis.
(Paragraph 39 Speech 2)

çOn September the 11th, enemies of Just Cause The terrorists deserve to be
freedom committed an act of war brought to justice for what
against our country.é (Paragraph 5 they did (they started the
Speech 1) war).

çThese terrorists kill not merely to end Just Cause Al-Qaeda must be stopped
lives, but to disrupt and end a way because of the murder and
of life.é (Paragraph 11 Speech 1) disruption they cause.

çIraqûs weapons of mass destruction Just Cause Saddam Husseinûs regime is
are controlled by a murderous tyrant evil because of the things
who has already used chemical itûs done, so it deserves to be
weapons to kill thousands of people... removed from power.
has tried to dominate the Middle
East, has invaded and brutally
occupied a small neighbor, has
struck other nations without
warning...é (Paragraph 7 Speech 2)

(Continued)
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STATEMENT PRINCIPLE/TENET OF JUST WAR REASONING

Every chemical and biological Just Cause Iraq is guilty of violating the
weapon that Iraq has or makes is a truce and must therefore be
direct violation of the truce that punished.
ended the Persian Gulf War in
1991. (Paragraph 12 Speech 2)

çWe are in a fight for our principles, Last Resort The American people and
and our first responsibility is to live the government have no
by them.é (Paragraph 17 Speech 1) choice but to fight back.†

çAfter eleven years during which Last Resort America and the U.N. have
we have tried containment, tried every peaceful means
sanctions, inspections, even selected to stop Saddam Hussein but
military action...Saddam Hussein efforts have failed.
still has chemical and biological Therefore, the only option isl
weapons and...is moving ever to resort to a military
closer to developing a nuclear offensive.
weapon.é (Paragraph 29 Speech 2)

çregime change in Iraq is the Last Resort Forcing out Saddam Hussein
only certain means of removing a (via military means) is the
great danger to our nation.é only sure way of removing
(Paragraph 34 Speech 2) the danger.

çSome have argued we should wait Last Resort America should act with its
--and thatûs an option. In my view, military power immediately
itûs the riskiest of all options, in order to remove this great,
because the longer we wait, the imminent danger.
stronger and bolder Saddam
Hussein will become.é (Paragraph
36 Speech 2)

çWe will rally the world to this Assured Result The USA has the world on
cause by our efforts, by our its side.
courage.†We will not tire, we will
not falter, and we will not fail.é
(Paragraph 24 Speech 1)

Table 1 (Continued) Classification of Samples

(Continued)
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çweûll meet violence with patient Assured Result America has a righteous
justice -- assured of the rightness of cause and will win.
our cause, and confident of the
victories to come.é (Paragraph 25
Speech1)

çMany nations are joining us...They Assured Result America is not acting alone
are committed to defending the in this fight.
international security that protects
the lives of both our citizens and
theirs.é (Paragraph 32 Speech 2)

If we have to act, we will take Assured Result The USA, together with its
every precaution that is possible. allies, is assured of victory
We will plan carefully; we will act against Iraq.
with the full power of the United
States military; we will act with allies
at our side, and we will prevail.é
(Paragraph 35 Speech 2)

Table 1 (Continued) Classification of Samples

Discussion

Four principle tenets of the just war perspective

are used as categories. The first is the principle of right

intension. Specimens taken from the artifact include words

such as çthreatening peopleé and çsponsoring terroristsé

to describe the Taleban. Bush justifies the invasion by

stating that the çlives of Iraqi citizens would improve

dramatically if Saddam Hussein were no longer in power.é

He goes further by claiming that the çadvance of

human freedomé depended on them. America

therefore had the right intention to go to war due to

these reasons.

In the second category, the principle of just

cause, the speech accuses al Qaeda as terrorists who

end and disrupt life and who committed war against

America. Saddam Hussein is likewise branded as a

çmurderous tyranté who had killed çthousands of peopleé

and çstruck other nationsé and whose weapons

program was a çdirect violation of the truce.é Because

of their acts, these enemies had to be stopped.

Under the third category which is the principle

of last resort, Bush argues that eleven years of

non-military means to stop Saddam Hussein had failed

and the latter was becoming more dangerous. Waiting

was çthe riskiest of all optionsé because Saddam was

getting çstronger and bolderé.  çRegime change in Iraq

(was) the only certain means of removingé the danger.

In other words their only choice was to bring their

military to end the problem.

In the fourth category of the principle of

assured result, we hear the famous statement, çWe will

not tire, we will not falter, and we will not fail.é The

United States was çassured of the rightness of (their)

cause and confident of the victories to come.é The

speech reminds the audience of the power of the

STATEMENT PRINCIPLE/TENET OF JUST WAR REASONING
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military and that they were joined by many nations and

allies. Therefore, the public had no reason to doubt

victory if they went to war.

Conclusion

In both speeches we find an application of just

war theory. One of the main tenets of this theory is the

principle of right intention, meaning that initiating war

can be justified if it will result in the advancement of

good or the punishment (or avoidance) of evil. Bush

insisted that America and the entire civilized world were

threatened by al Qaeda, Osama bin Laden and Saddam

Hussein. Therefore, it was only moral and just to wage

war against these evils. And since they were evil, they

had to be stopped. This is another major principle (just

cause) of just war theory which allows taking up the

sword against those who deserve it. Al-Qaeda attacked

the USA, the Taleban oppress their own people, and

Saddam Hussein murders people and had violated the

truce. They are all therefore guilty and needed to be

removed. Third is the principle of last resort. In his speech

calling for an invasion of and regime change in Iraq,

Bush argued that all means of containing Saddam Hussein

had been exhausted and yet remained a growing threat.

These failed measures, according to his speech, included

sanctions, diplomacy, containment and surveillance. The

only option left was to attack Iraq and dispose of

Saddamûs regime.  The last tenet used in this study is

the principle of assured result of peace or victory. One

is justified to go to war if one is certain of victory or that

the end result will bring about peace. Bush claimed

that American military might would prevail. He also stated

that other nations were with them as allies in their

campaign against their enemies.
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